The use of Extensible Markup Language (XML) in healthcare and life sciences (HCLS) is rapidly spreading. The expressive power of XML is crucial to describe the complex phenomena in HCLS. For purposes of biomedical information representation and exchange there is a need to standardize the XML content to support semantic persistency, computation, and interoperability.

- Information standards can be used to create an underlying data model for semantic warehousing, in addition to their common use for information exchange.
- Inbound data can be persisted into an XML-based warehouse in its native XML format, as mandated by some HCLS standards.
- This makes it easier to preserve the full richness of the source information being integrated in a warehouse, while revealing the similarities found in data sets received from multiple data sources.

### Our Goal
To create a Biomedical Information Infrastructure (BII) that has at its core an XML warehouse, based on internationally approved HCLS standards (implemented in XML). The BII will be equipped with direct access mechanisms, along with services to export subsets of data to user-defined marts.

### The Challenge
While XML is very expressive it is also very flexible thus allowing slightly different representation for the same phenomenon. This a challenge in a clinical environment that requires algorithms for identifying semantically isomorphic XML structures.

In research, XML can be used to preserve the slight differences between disparate data sets that need to be integrated, while revealing the similarities among the source data sets.

### Overview of XML Warehousing Equipped with Data Entry and Access Services
- A standard data instance is generated from the template model using a common instance generation mechanism.
- The data and knowledge entry processes heavily rely on internationally controlled terminologies, along with a project-specific ontology that defines the conceptual organization of terms used in that project.

### From a Warehouse to Multiple Marts
Using 'promotion' processes, it is possible to promote certain XML contents to variables within a user-defined mart schema.